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This AICPA Accounting and Auditing Guide is a must-have for the resource libraries of accounting and auditing professionals who
work with not-for-profit organizations. This essential reference book assists accountants in the unique aspects of accounting and
financial statement preparation and auditing for not-for-profit entities. Created with common errors and questions in mind,
accountants benefit from not-for-profit industry-specific guidance on the issues they are likely to encounter this year. The 2018
edition includes guidance on financial reporting changes, reporting donated services between affiliated NFPs, split-interest
agreements, contributions and grants, functional expenses and joint costs, and much more. This new edition provides a
comprehensive discussion of FASB ASU No. 2016-14, Not-for-Profit Entities (Topic 958): Presentation of Financial Statements of
Not-for-Profit Entities. The discussion includes highlights of the changes that will assist financial statement preparers with
implementing the standard. The guide offers dual guidance throughout, providing readers with the “before-and-after” context to
enhance their understanding of the changes, as well as two all-inclusive appendices.
'A very good guide to the state we’re in' Paul Krugman, New York Review of Books 'A well-written, thought-provoking book by one
of America’s leading economic thinkers and progressive champions.' Huffington Post Do you recall a time when the income of a
single schoolteacher or baker or salesman or mechanic was enough to buy a home, have two cars, and raise a family? Robert
Reich does – in the 1950s his father sold clothes to factory workers and the family earnt enough to live comfortably. Today, this
middle class is rapidly shrinking: American income inequality and wealth disparity is the greatest it’s been in eighty years. As
Reich, who served in three US administrations, shows, the threat to capitalism is no longer communism or fascism but a steady
undermining of the trust modern societies need for growth and stability. With an exclusive chapter for Icon’s edition, Saving
Capitalism is passionate yet practical, sweeping yet exactingly argued, a revelatory indictment of the economic status quo and an
empowering call to action.
Revised edition of the authors' Ethics in psychology and the mental health professions, 2008.
Financial Accounting and Reporting: An International Approach is an adaptation of McGraw-Hill Australia’s bestselling financial
accounting text Australian Financial Accounting by Craig Deegan, authored by Anne Marie Ward of Ulster University. Set within an
international context, with a solid grounding in IAS/ IFRS, the book provides students with a detailed grasp of reporting
requirements in and accessible and engaging manner. Up to date throughout and complete in theoretical and practical coverage,
the book successfully communicates the detail necessary to understand, challenge and critically evaluate financial reporting. The
result gives students a strong foundation for current study and their future professional lives.
This book analyzes the energy security of the United States – its ability to obtain reliable, affordable, and sufficient supplies of
energy while meeting the goals of achieving environmental sustainability and protecting national security. The economic and
national security of the United States is largely dependent upon fossil fuels, especially oil. Without significant changes to current
practices and patterns of energy production and use, the domestic and global impacts – security, economic, and environmental –
are expected to become worse over the coming decades. Growing US and global energy demands need to be met and the
anticipated impacts of climate change must be avoided – all at an affordable price, while avoiding conflict with other nations that
have similar goals. Bernell and Simon examine the current and prospective landscape of American energy policy, from tax
incentives and mandates at the federal and state level to promote wind and solar power, to support for fracking in the oil and
natural gas industries, to foreign policies designed to ensure that markets and cooperative agreements — not armies, navies and
rival governments — control the supply and price of energy resources. They look at the variety of energy related challenges facing
the United States and argue that public policies designed to enhance energy security have at the same time produced greater
insecurity in terms of fostering rising (and potentially unmet) energy needs, national security threats, economic vulnerability, and
environmental dangers.
Intermediate Accounting, 12th Edition, Volume 1, continues to be the number one intermediate accounting resource in the
Canadian market. Viewed as the most reliable resource by accounting students, faculty, and professionals, this course helps
students understand, prepare, and use financial information by linking education with the real-world accounting environment. This
new edition now incorporates new data analytics content and up-to-date coverage of leases and revenue recognition.
"Showcasing the substantive and multi-faceted Singapore-China relationship, this book examines the political, economic, sociocultural, people-to-people and even military exchanges between the two countries. It also highlights flagship projects and other key
private sector-led projects that have become hallmarks of bilateral cooperation. The book argues that the current level of
cooperation is built on the earlier foundation laid by Lee Kuan Yew and Deng Xiaoping. In a way, the bilateral relationship is a
unique one. For one, Deng Xiaoping had singled out Singapore as a model for China's reforms and China today continues to find
Singapore's experience relevant. Singapore is also learning from China in the process. The two countries also have a number of
bilateral institutional mechanisms that have become more important in reviewing existing cooperation and identifying new ways of
working together. Rather than simply provide an overview of bilateral relations, the book highlights the unique or distinguishing
features of the Singapore-China relationship in four main areas, which are revealed in the book"-Activate Learning with Warren/Reeve/Duchac's, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING! Market-leading FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING has been
on the forefront of innovation and change based on the needs of today's students. Warren offers you clear guidance to complete
homework with an efficient presentation for today's learner. The high impact writing style and streamlined design makes important
information accessible, with a focus on providing the best and most complete examples. There is no auto-graded online homework
product with this product. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Packed with cases, exercises, simulations, and practice tests, the market-leading BUSINESS ETHICS: ETHICAL DECISION
MAKING AND CASES, 11th Edition, thoroughly covers the complex environment in which managers confront ethical decisionmaking. Using a proven managerial framework, this accessible, applied text addresses the overall concepts, processes, and best
practices associated with successful business ethics programs --?helping you see how ethics can be integrated into key strategic
business decisions. Thoroughly revised, this edition incorporates coverage of new legislation affecting business ethics, the most
up-to-date examples, and the best practices of high-profile organizations. It also includes 20 new or updated original case studies.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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Activate Learning with Warren/Reeve/Duchac's, ACCOUNTING! For 25 editions, market-leading ACCOUNTING has been on the
forefront of innovation and change based on the needs of today's teaching and learning environment. Warren offers students clear
guidance to complete homework with an efficient presentation for today's learner. The high impact writing style and streamlined
design makes important information accessible, with a focus on providing the best and most complete examples. The Complete
Learning System in ACCOUNTING and CengageNOW is built around the way students use textbooks and online resources to
learn, study and complete homework, allowing them to achieve ultimate success in this course. There is no auto-graded online
homework product with this product. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Learning to read, and to spell are two of the most important cultural skills that must be acquired by children, and for that matter,
anyone learning a second language. We are not born with an innate ability to read. A reading system of mental representations
that enables us to read must be formed in the brain. Learning to read in alphabetic orthographies is the acquisition of such a
system, which links mental representations of visual symbols (letters) in print words, with pre-existing phonological (sound) and
semantic (comprehension) cognitive systems for language. Although spelling draws on the same representational knowledge base
and is usually correlated with reading, the acquisition processes involved are not quite the same. Spelling requires the sequential
production of letters in words, and at beginning levels there may not be a full degree of integration of phonology with its
representation by the orthography. Reading, on the other hand, requires only the recognition of a word for pronunciation. Hence,
spelling is more difficult than reading, and learning to spell may necessitate more complete representations, or more conscious
access to them. The learning processes that children use to acquire such cognitive systems in the brain, and whether these same
processes are universal across different languages and orthographies are central theoretical questions. Most children learn to read
and spell their language at the same time, thus the co-ordination of these two facets of literacy acquisition needs explication, as
well as the effect of different teaching approaches on acquisition. Lack of progress in either reading and/or spelling is also a major
issue of concern for parents and teachers necessitating a cross-disciplinary approach to the problem, encompassing major efforts
from researchers in neuroscience, cognitive science, experimental psychology, and education. The purpose of this Research
Topic is to summarize and review what has been accomplished so far, and to further explore these general issues. Contributions
from different perspectives are welcomed and could include theoretical, computational, and empirical works that focus on the
acquisition of literacy, including cross-orthographic research.
Using a comparative framework, this volume presents case studies of issues of public procurement and discusses how
procurement professionals and policy makers in different regions are responding to these challenges. This book discusses current
issues in public procurement. Over the past few decades, public procurement has had to evolve conceptually and organizationally
in the face of unrelenting budget constraints, government downsizing, public demand for increased transparency in public
procurement, as well as greater concerns about efficiency, fairness and equity. Procurement professionals have also had to deal
with a changeable climate produced by emerging technology, environmental concerns, and ongoing tension between complex
regional trade agreements and national socioeconomic goals. The first section discusses innovation and reforms in public
procurement and how practitioners are adapting to and making use of new technologies. The second section addresses the
challenges of maintaining transparency, equity, and fairness in public procurement. The final section discusses preferential public
procurement and introduces strategies for building sustainable public procurement systems. By combining theory and analysis
with evidence from the real world, this book is of equal use to academics, policy makers, and procurement professionals.

Learn Sociology YOUR Way with SOC! SOC’s easy-reference, textbook presents course content through visually
engaging chapters as well as Chapter Review Cards that consolidate the best review material into a ready-made study
tool. With the textbook or on its own, SOC MindTap allows you to learn on your terms. Read or listen to textbooks and
study with the aid of instructor notifications, flashcards and practice quizzes. Track your scores and stay motivated
toward your goals. Whether you have more work to do or are ahead of the curve, you’ll know where you need to focus
your efforts. And the MindTap Green Dot will charge your confidence along the way. When it’s time to study, everything
you’ve flagged or noted can be gathered into a guide you can organize. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This volume, covering metals and minerals, contains chapters on approximately 90 commodities. In addition, this volume
has chapters on mining and quarrying trends and on statistical surveying methods used by Minerals Information, plus a
statistical summary.
Ideal for graduate, MBA, and rigorous undergraduate programs, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: AN INTRODUCTION TO
CONCEPTS, METHODS, AND USES 14e presents both the basic concepts underlying financial statements and the
terminology and methods that allows the reader to interpret, analyze, and evaluate corporate financial statements. Fully
integrating the latest International Financial Reporting Standards, inclusive of the latest developments on Fair Value
Accounting, and now more streamlined for busy students, this text provides the highest return on your financial
accounting course investment. With great clarity, this widely respected financial accounting text paces students
appropriately as they learn both the skills and applications of basic accounting in earlier chapters as well as the impart
the concepts and analysis skills they will use as future business leaders. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
The Harvard Law Review, February 2015, is offered in a digital edition. Contents include: • Article, "The Consequences
of Error in Criminal Justice," Daniel Epps • Book Review, "Running Government Like a Business ... Then and Now," Jon
D. Michaels • Note, "International Norms and Politics in the Marshall Court's Slave Trade Cases" • Note, "Congress's
Power to Define the Privileges and Immunities of Citizenship" • Note, "It's About Time (Place and Manner): Why and
How Congress Must Act to Protect Access to Early Voting" • Note, "The Psychology of Cruelty: Recognizing Grave
Mental Harm in American Prisons" In addition, the issue features student commentary on Recent Cases, Legislation, and
Executive Orders, including such subjects as: whether false claims used to advise or encourage suicide are protected
speech; whether pollutants from rail yards are "disposal" of solid waste; class action standing of absent class members in
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certain BP oil spill claims; review of an SEC settlement; municipal bankruptcy and preemption; requiring on-the-record
indigency proceedings prior to incarceration for failure to pay fines; and prohibition of federal government and contractor
employment discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or gender identity. Finally, the issue features several
summaries of Recent Publications. This issue of the Review is Feb. 2015, the fourth issue of academic year 2014-2015
(Volume 128). The digital edition features active Contents, linked notes, and proper ebook and Bluebook formatting.
This volume examines social life increasingly marked out by global inequality, giving a voice to the marginalized. The
researchers of this volume lead the way in probing accounting's participation in significant struggles of our times by
examining contemporary rhetoric, governance, politics and strategies.
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The interventions of crisis management during the 2007 to 2011 financial crisis were not simply responses to a set of given developments in
markets, banking or neo-liberal capitalism. Nor can those interventions be adequately explained as the actions of sovereign state officials and
institutions. Instead, Langley argues, processes of crisis governance are shown to have established six principal technical problems to be
acted upon: liquidity, toxicity, solvency, risk, regulation, and debt and that the governance of these technical problems, is shown to have been
strategically assembled in order to secure the continuation of a particular, financialized way of life that depends upon global financial
circulations. Contributing to interdisciplinary debates in cultural economy and the social studies of finance, and grounded in extensive
empirical research, this book offers an innovative analysis of how the contemporary global financial crisis was governed. Through an
exploration of the interventions made by central banks, treasuries, and regulatory authorities in the Anglo-American heartland of the crisis
between 2007 and 2011, experimental and strategic apparatuses of crisis governance are shown to have emerged. These discrete
apparatuses established the six technical problems to be acted upon, but also shared certain proclivities and preferences. Crisis governance
assembled discourses and devices of economy in relation with sovereign monetary, fiscal, and regulatory techniques, and elicited an affective
atmosphere of confidence. It also sought to secure the financialized way of life which turns on the opportunities ostensibly afforded by
uncertain financial circulations, and gave rise to post-crisis technical fixes designed to advance the resilience of banking and the macroprudential regulation of financial stability. Thus, the consensus that prevails across economics, political economy, and beyond - wherein
sovereign state institutions are cast as coming to the rescue of the markets, banking, or neo-liberal capitalism - conceals a great deal more
than it reveals about the governance of the global financial crisis.
Now in its seventh year, this annual has established an international reputation as an authoritative but affordable summary of all that has
happened in the naval world in the previous twelve months. It combines regional surveys with one-off major articles on noteworthy new ships
and other important developments. Besides the latest warship projects, it also looks at wider issues of importance to navies, such as aviation
and electronics, and calls on expertise from around the globe to give a balanced picture of what is going on and to interpret its significance.
The 2015 edition looks in detail at the French Navy and the Bangladesh and Myanmar navies, while significant ships include the Montford
Point class mobile landing platforms, the Samuel Becket offshore patrol vessels, and the Skjold class fast attack craft. There are
technological reviews dealing with naval aviation by David Hobbs, and current mine warfare developments by Norman Friedman, while
warship recycling is discussed by ian Buxton. Intended to make interesting reading as well as providing authoritative reference, there is a
strong visual emphasis, including specially commissioned drawings and the most up-to-date photographs and artists' impressions. For
anyone with an interest in contemporary naval affairs, whether an enthusiast or a defence professional, this annual has become required
reading.
Demonstrates how we can, and why we should, apply the arts in development to promote meaningful economic and social progress.
Area Reports: International. These annual reviews are designed to provide timely statistical data on mineral commodities in various countries.
Each report includes sections on government policies and programs, environmental issues, trade and production data, industry structure and
ownership, commodity sector developments, infrastructure, and a summary outlook Audience: International minerals brokers, minerals
buyers, construction industry, chemcal industry, commodities brokers, commodities transportation carriers, finacial services executives,
financial brokers, commodities exchange members, geologists
Rich, original, and transformative, the latest edition of A New Psychology of Women examines how gender-related expectations interact with
other cultural assumptions and stereotypes, and with social and economic conditions, to affect women’s experiences and behavior.
Absorbing narratives centered on essential topics in psychology and global research engage readers to grasp cutting-edge insights into the
psychological diversity of women. Aware that our own cultural experience colors and limits what we think we know about people, veteran
educator and scholar Hilary Lips imbues her discussions with international examples and perspectives to provide an inclusive approach to the
psychology of women. A wide range of new and extensively updated topics optimize readers’ knowledge of how disparate perspectives from
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cultures throughout the world shape women’s behavior and attitudes toward: health care / violence against women / poverty / labor force
participation / occupational segregation / unpaid work / stereotyping and discrimination / expectations about power within marriage / female
genital mutilation / theories of gender development / women’s attitudes toward their bodies / use of social media / media portrayals of girls
and women / women in political leadership roles Among thoroughly updated topics particular to US culture are same-sex marriage, Latina
women’s issues, the portrayal of women of different ethnic and cultural groups on television, and breast cancer survival rates of African
American and European American women. Boxed items containing learning activities, profiles of women who helped shape psychology, and
suggestions for making social changes appear throughout the text. Each chapter concludes with discussion questions, key terms,
suggestions for additional reading, and Web resources.
Over the years Advanced Accountancy has emerged as the definitive and comprehensive textbook on accountancy as it completely meets
the requirements of students preparing for BCom, MCom, MBA, BBA and professional examinations conducted by different institutions, such
as the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, the Indian Institute of Bankers, the Institute of Company Secretaries of India, and the
Institute of Cost Accountants of India.

America's economy is unfair; its politics unjust; its society unbalanced. Many people believe this across ideological divides. They
differ on the reasons why and, not surprisingly, what should be done about it. Is there any room for common ground? Edward D.
Kleinbard says yes. He argues that underlying all these crises are instances of systematic bad luck that deprive Americans of
genuine equality of opportunity. We cannot control whether we are born to rich or poor parents, yet differences in wealth have
radical implications for health, lifetime incomes, mobility within and across generations, and our sense of satisfaction with our lives
and our country. Once we recognize this, we can agree on ways to diminish the importance of luck and increase the role of
opportunity. What's Luck Got to Do With It? combines insights from economics, philosophy, religion, and social psychology to
argue that the government's proper role is addressing the unfairness and injustice of brute luck. Kleinbard shows that well
designed public insurance against existential bad luck can mitigate today's inequality gap by sharing the costs across the entire
risk pool, which is to say, all of us. For example, through comprehensive public investments in better education-in human capitalwe offer millions of young people figurative insurance against the bad luck of not being born into an affluent, highly-educated
household. The benefits paid by insurance result in a more inclusive economy, greater national income, a broader sharing of
growth, and greater life satisfaction for millions of Americans. Like it or not, our lives and opportunities are determined largely by
luck. Kleinbard shows that while we can't undo every instance of misfortune, we can offer a path to not just a fairer America, but
greater economic growth, more broadly shared.
Part A : Accounting for Not-for-Profit Organisations and Partnership Firms 1. Accounting for Not-for-Profit Organisations, 2.
Accounting for Partnership Firms—Fundamentals, 3. Goodwill : Meaning, Nature, Factors Affecting and Methods of Valuation, 4.
Reconstitution of Partnership—Change in Profit-Sharing Ratio Among the Existing Partners , 5. Admission of a Partner, 6.
Retirement of a Partner, 7. Death of a Partner, 8. Dissolution of Partnership Firm, Part B : Company Accounts and Financial
Statements Analysis 1. Company : General Introduction, 2. Accounting for Share Capital : Share and Share Capital, 3. Accounting
for Share Capital : Issue of Shares, 4. Forfeiture and Re-Issue of Shares, 5. Issue of Debentures, 6. Redemption of Debentures, 7.
Financial Statements of a Company : Balance Sheet and Statement of Profit and Loss, 8. Analysis of Financial Statements , 9.
Tools for Financial Statement Analysis : Comparative Statements, 10. Common-Size Statements, 11. Accounting Ratios, 12. Cash
Flow Statement, Project Work 1. Introduction to Computer and Accounting Information System (AIS), 2. Applications of Computer
in Accounting, 3. Database Management System, Chapter-wise Value/Multi-Disciplinary based Questions with Answers Latest
Model Paper (with OMR Sheet) Board Examination Papers.
We study negative interest rate policy (NIRP) exploiting ECB's NIRP introduction and administrative data from Italy, severely hit by
the Eurozone crisis. NIRP has expansionary effects on credit supply-- -and hence the real economy---through a portfolio
rebalancing channel. NIRP affects banks with higher ex-ante net short-term interbank positions or, more broadly, more liquid
balance-sheets, not with higher retail deposits. NIRP-affected banks rebalance their portfolios from liquid assets to
credit—especially to riskier and smaller firms—and cut loan rates, inducing sizable real effects. By shifting the entire yield curve
downwards, NIRP differs from rate cuts just above the ZLB.
Combining the latest research and most current coverage available into a succinct nine chapters, FUNDAMENTALS OF
INFORMATION SYSTEMS, 8E equips students with a solid understanding of the core principles of IS and how it is practiced. The
streamlined 560-page eighth edition features a wealth of new examples, figures, references, and cases as it covers the latest
developments from the field--and highlights their impact on the rapidly changing role of today's IS professional. In addition to a
stronger career emphasis, the text includes expanded coverage of mobile solutions, energy and environmental concerns, the
increased use of cloud computing across the globe, and two cases per chapter. Learning firsthand how information systems can
increase profits and reduce costs, students explore new information on e-commerce and enterprise systems, artificial intelligence,
virtual reality, green computing, and other issues reshaping the industry. The text introduces the challenges and risks of computer
crimes, hacking, and cyberterrorism. It also presents some of the most current research on virtual communities, global IS work
solutions, and social networking. No matter where students' career paths may lead, FUNDAMENTALS OF INFORMATION
SYSTEMS, 8E and its resources can help them maximize their success as employees, decision makers, and business leaders.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Exploring Lean manufacturing in a holistic manner, this book helps organizations to implement Lean principles successfully by
offering theoretical, empirical and practical knowledge. It empirically demonstrates how a successful Lean initiative can improve
organizational efficiency, and incorporates valuable primary research to substantiate findings. It argues that Lean principles need
to be applied throughout the value chain in order to be successful , and suggests that these tools need to be aligned with culture
and change management. Chapters examine issues including Lean cultures, impediments to Lean, Lean and performance
measurement, and the impact of Lean. Viewing Lean as a never-ending journey, this book provides a valuable resource to
practising Lean managers, and specialist researchers and students, and also offers an important reference for organizations
embarking on their Lean voyage.
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